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Morzine is a traditional French farming town that oozes Savoyarde 
charm, complete with attractions such as a weekly market, a multitude of traditional 
rustic chalets and a whole host of luxury accommodation and dining options. Its 
as popular in summer as in winter, sprawling along both sides of a river gorge. The 
family-friendly resort is ideal to explore the enormous Portes du Soleil; one of 
Europe’s largest, linked ski areas. 

Our View on Morzine

• For beginners, the wide village nursery 
slopes are convenient, and benefit 
from snow guns.

• Good intermediates will enjoy the 
challenging red and black down from 
Chamossiere. Mont Chery, on the side 
of Les Gets, has some steep runs that 
are usually very quiet.

• Those looking for something less 
steep have a great choice. Le Pleney 
has a compact network of pistes 
that are ideal for groups with mixed 
abilities: there are blue and red 
options from every lift.

• Heading from Le Ranfoilly to Le Grand 
Pre on the blue is also a nice cruise. 
The slopes down to Les Gets from Le 
Pleney are easy when the conditions 
are right.

Top Runs

• Le Crépu 
This is a great hangout with a 
party atmosphere, especially 
on the outdoor terrace. They 
show live sport here.

• Dixie Bar 
Three main bars give the 
choice of Irish, Spanish or 
English-themed nights, with 
live sports on the big screens. 

• Tibetan Café 
Relaxed atmosphere, cool 
Asian decor and comfy sofas 
and cushions. This is the 
perfect place for catching up 
with friends.

• L’Opera 
This nightclub is open until the 
early hours for those looking 
to keep the party going.

• L’Atelier (at the Hotel 
Samoyede) 
This is probably the best 
place for fine dining in town, 
serving both modern and 
traditional cuisine.

• La Kinkerne 
Cosy, family-run restaurant 
serving more traditional 
fare, popular with locals and 
holiday-makers alike.

• La Chamade 
The first restaurant in 
Morzine. Enjoy top-class 
French cuisine, a unique wine 
bar and a cheese bar, all in 
one place.

• L’Passage 
Fantastic view, great food - 
especially the burgers.
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